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Introduction.
The all-too-sudden emergence of the financial crisis in 2008
has led to a renewed recognition of the critical contribution
of the product control function to the overall accountability
position of banks.
While banks are under increasing scrutiny by regulatory
bodies, the product control function is more and more
expected to embrace a wider scope of responsibilities. There
is clearly a trend towards Product Control playing a more
central role and its managers assuming a greater ownership
of the end-to-end control process. This is good news for
Product Control as it contributes to raising its profile within
financial institutions.
However, in order to step up to a more central role, Product
Control needs to undertake significant transformations and
invest in more adequate tools. Surprisingly enough, although
by essence analytics-intensive, Product Control has forever
been relying on manual processes. More than ever, Product
Control teams need to rely on a robust decision-making
platform to do their job efficiently: KPI calculations, limit
monitoring, rule-based alerts, workflow approvals are but a
few domains that count upon the key analytics features that
product controllers can no longer do without.
As a pioneer in the in-memory analytics space, ActiveViam
has built a proven expertise in helping financial institutions
get instant insight into complex and dynamic data for
timely business decisions. We propose an innovative “Buy
and Build” analytics solution to equip product controllers
with the unified environment they need to increase their
operational efficiency and meet stringent time-to-report
deadlines.

This white paper articulates the value
of ActiveViam’ approach in solving
the operational challenges of Product
Control. It seeks to demonstrate how
our solution will support product control
teams in stepping up to the next level
and getting the credit they deserve.
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The Changing Role Of
Product Control
A Critical Function Under Greater Scrutiny
The role of Product Control
has two fundamental
attributes: controlling the
valuation of market-traded
products and reporting their
official PnL. As such, Product
Control addresses several core
domains ranging from PnL
production and PnL explain to
balance sheet substantiation.
The emergence of the financial
crisis has put Product Control
under the scrutiny of a
number of regulatory bodies:

In 2008 for example, the UK’s
FSA had already outlined
key concerns about failings
in the area of valuations
and product control in its
“Dear CEO letter1. Recent
scandals have also reinforced
regulatory demand for
increased transparency in
the adequacy of control
frameworks and valuation
principles.

Clearly, there is a greater
awareness of the critical
contribution of Product
Control to the overall
accountability of financial
institutions.

Towards a Cross-Functional Role
Product Control is currently
experiencing a number of
mutations, whether as a
standalone middle-office
function or as an entity
reporting to the finance
department. A market survey
conducted by consultants
from Investance* highlights
that “Product Control
functions are gearing up
for greater efficiency and
responsibility. There is a
significant trend toward
Product Control playing a
stronger junction role between
the business, risk and finance”.
Therefore it appears that the

Product Control function is
expected to go beyond its
traditional boundaries to
embrace broader topics such
as the analysis of liquidity
constraints or Independent
Price Verification. There is
also a trend toward Product
Control playing new roles,
such as “challenging” the
Front Office or supporting
finance in assuming general
ledger ownership.

References: 1. http://www.fsa.gov.uk/static/pubs/ceo/valuation.pdf
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Consequently, Product
Control processes need to
evolve in order to meet an
emerging demand for end-toend consistency and crossfunctional assurance. This has
a significant impact on the
IT systems and applications
that product controllers have
traditionally relied on.

Technology Challenges
Financial institutions are suffering from the consequences
of a historical lack of technology investment in systems
needed to support Product
Control.
A number of product control
processes still require a lot of
manual input, a situation which
increases operational costs
and risks. Many systems are
heterogeneous (spreadsheets,
disparate relational databases,
etc.) and “siloed” (asset
class, country etc.), creating
consolidation and consistency
issues. According to an
investigation on product
control findings conducted by
the FSA in 2010², “Insufficient
investment in product
control infrastructure has left
processes manual (e.g. IPV) or
incomplete (e.g. P&L explain).
In more than half of the firms
surveyed by the FSA, systems
are inconsistent across regions
and/or across business
groups”.
Financial regulators have
requested improvements
to this situation in recent
years for a better conduct of
product valuation and PnL
assessment at a global level.

Therefore financial institutions
are now expressing interest
in deploying a single unified
solution to support the
analytical-intensive tasks
required by Product Control.
The timing is now right and
financial organizations are
mature enough to take the
next step.
So where should they start?
Considering that “there is no
outstanding out-of-the-box
solution proposed by vendors”
(Source: Investance), financial
institutions have been left to
believe that their only option
is to deploy an in-house built
Product Control solution.
However, cost and lengthy
development cycles could
represent an obstacle for
many.

As a pioneer in the in-memory
analytics space, ActiveViam offers an
innovative “Buy and Build” alternative.
Using our pre-packaged product
control solution, financial institutions
can shorten the time-to-market of
their product control system. They
can equip product controllers with the
customized analytical environment
needed to perform their daily
duties with optimal efficiency and
accountability, while meeting hard
time-to-report deadlines.

References: 2. http://www.fsa.gov.uk/static/pubs/other/pcfindings.pdf
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The Value of a Unified
Product Control Solution
ActiveViam’ pre-packaged
Product Control solution builds
on our market-renowned
ActiveViam analytics platform.
The ActiveViam platform is
a decision-making tool that
brings advanced analytics into
the processes that run your
business. As an in-memory
multi-dimensional analytics
engine, the ActiveViam
platform differentiates itself by
unique ability to consolidate
data incrementally, in real
time and to execute complex

business logic thereon. It fits
unobtrusively into existing
operations systems and
provides real-time intelligence
for immediate decisionmaking where and when such
decision-making is needed.
These capabilities are uniquely
enabled by the combination
of innovative technologies
such as in-memory computing
and continuous event
processing in our product
ActivePivot. Based on a
bank’s specific requirements
and user preferences, our

Product Control solution also
includes the rule-based engine
ActiveMonitor, and the webbased front-end interface
ActiveUI.
Let’s investigate the key
responsibilities of a typical
product control team and how
ActiveViam’s Product Control
solution adds value at every
step of the way.

Reconciling EOD Front-Office, Accounting
and Risk Data
Centralizing
Massive Amounts of
Heterogeneous Data
One of the key responsibilities
of Product Control teams is
to validate the PnL and its
associated risk profile before
publishing it officially. Time is of
the essence as there is usually
less than one day to conduct
the end-to-end process i.e.
collect the necessary source
data, detect anomalies, make
necessary adjustments,
have the PnL approved and
finally report it to the finance
department and regulatory
bodies.
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The first obstacle to overcome
is the substantial time wasted
in collecting the data needed
to conduct the analysis.
Consolidating data from several
transactional systems (FrontOffice, Risk Management,
Accounting…) is a cumbersome
task because systems are
heterogeneous, volumes are
massive (potentially hundreds
of gigabytes, including
historical data) and data
formats are diverse (Excel,
Access, etc).
Once consolidated in a single
place, this “Big Data” need to
be reconciled and dynamically
enriched before a product
controller can start their work.

This is yet another challenge,
as data models vary greatly
from system to system.
Inconsistencies are frequent
due to the siloed nature of the
disparate source systems.
In an attempt to support the
first step of collecting Big Data,
many banks have put in place
datawarehouse architectures:
ETL tools (Extract Transform
& Load) collect data from
relevant transactional systems
into a central repository to be
queried by product controllers
through Business Intelligence
tools. This approach however
fails to meet the requisite needs
for speed and flexibility.

The Value of RealTime, Incremental
Data Integration
The ActiveViam Product
Control solution integrates
and links the outputs of any
number of different systems/
sources producing data in any
format and consolidates all
the data into a single, multidimensional and dynamic
analytics environment.
Because data acquisition is
conducted on-the-fly with
the most up-to-date data,
the product controller is no
longer dependent on the
frequency and duration of
batch data extractions from
the datawarehouses.
It is also important that
product controllers perform
their analysis on clean and
correct data. Because it works
in real-time and incrementally,
the ActiveViam platform
enables adjustments to
be made on isolated data
directly within the system. For
example, should a product
controller detect a data
quality issue (e.g. portfolio
mapping error), they are able

to add, remove or change data
without going through the
hassle of reloading the whole
data set and recalculating
all the aggregates. The
aggregation related to any
required calculations will be
done on the fly, simultaneously
to the report query.
This is a key diﬀerentiator
of ActiveViam compared
to “static” datawarehousebased environments.
With ActiveViam, product
controllers are “in control” of
their data and can immediately
see the impact of adjustment
decisions on their KPIs.
Another useful feature is the
ability to automatically notify
users when such anomalies
arise. Our rule-based engine
ActiveMonitor will alert the
product controller about
the problem in the data by
email or pop-up window, thus
prompting and facilitating the

necessary remedial action
directly within the system.
Using ActiveViam therefore
offers a valuable gain in time
for product controllers in
their initial consolidation and
reconciliation tasks. Instead
of losing time collecting and
validating data, they can
focus on the real analysis
work and better meet their
approval deadlines. For
example, they can spend
more valuable time in
reviewing and evaluating new
products before being made
available to traders. They
can also invest more effort
in validating pricing model
parameters, one of their
major deliverables of an IPV
process.

Dashboards of the Product Control solution in ActiveUI
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Exploring Large Amounts of Data
The Need for a
Flexible Navigation
Environment

Giving Freedom of
Analysis to Product
Controllers

Controlling product valuations,
validating PnL and reconciling
it with risk profiles requires
an in-depth analysis of large
sets of data, using indicators
that are specific to Product
Control and often tailored
to an individual controller’s
needs. Consequently, they
require a flexible navigation
environment where they
can easily manipulate data.
Product controllers operating
in decentralized environments
also need to share specific
views on data with their
peers from other locations or
business units.

ActiveViam helps product
controllers explore all
the data stored in their
multidimensional reporting
environment by querying it
the way they want and as
often as they need, without
involving IT or requiring any
complex end-user training.

Offering the flexibility and
the freedom that product
controllers need to analyze
massive amounts of data
without impacting database
query performance is a
big challenge for most
IT organizations. It often
involves compromises or
“workarounds” which generate
nothing but frustration and
incremental costs.

Users can execute sub-second
queries on hundreds of
gigabytes of data to perform
dynamic reporting and
monitoring.
Users are free to build their
own reports on an ad-hoc
basis just based on the
information they individually
need. Because there is no
need to tune the system or to
prepare all potential reports in
advance, they can really focus
on detecting and correcting
discrepancies instead of
working with IT on designing
pre-canned reports.

Users can share their
individual reports via
bookmarks. As a result
they can better collaborate
together and can even edit
each other’s reports online.
Since ActiveViam is
committed to openness, we
give users the freedom to
choose the tool they use for
their individual work. While
we believe our own front-end
user interface ActiveUI brings
unique advantages – “whatif” scenarios for one – we
also appreciate that product
controllers may also have
their own preferences, such as
Excel.
In all cases, regardless of the
chosen tool (whether ActiveUI,
Excel or any MDX-compliant
UI), product controllers are
always able to slice data
across entities, dice exposure
and PnL views, drill in and drill
through current and historical
data with a level of depth
that could be as granular as a
single trader’s transaction.

Detecting PnL Discrepancies and Mismatches
The Need for
Meaningful KPIs
Product controllers rely on
their own Key Performance
Indicators to compare PnL
variation from one day
to another and identify
discrepancies. Without the
right indicators to support this
analysis work, it is impossible
to generate meaningful
information to be reported to
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other departments such as
finance, treasury or to third
parties such as regulators and
auditors.
A familiar hurdle they face is
the lack of a dedicated and
consolidated product control
environment to automate
the calculation of KPIs.
Because Product Control has
historically suffered from a
chronic lack of technology
investment, the production of

KPIs is still manual-intensive,
time-consuming and often
based on “rule-of-thumb
calculations”. This approach
doesn’t scale and it restricts
the scope of analysis. For
example, limit monitoring
is hardly possible without
automated rules. Furthermore,
the calculation of some KPIs
– especially vanilla ones – is
often outsourced to off-shore
teams working remotely from
the central product

control team. According to the
FSA, “The use of off-shoring
arrangements within the
product control function can
represent nearly 50% of the
product control headcount”.
This organizational model can
increase inherent control risk.

Monitoring KPIs and
Generating Alerts
The ActiveViam Product
Control solution calculates
indicators on the fly and is
able to easily integrate your
own specific Product Control
business logic.
Here are a few examples of
KPIs that can be tailored to a
bank’s specific context:
•

PnL attribution by risk type,
trade type or any other
available criteria

•

PnL variance analysis across
several business hierarchies

•

Historical and stressed
marginal VaR calculation

•

Dynamic calculation of VaR
for any business hierarchy
using different confidence
levels

• Recalculation of theoretical
PnL from Greeks (Vega
PnL, Delta PnL…)
• Calculation of the PnL in
equivalent currency based
on different market data
sets (EOD, BO, FO) and
currencies.
• Backtesting
A key benefit of ActiveViam is
to allow product controllers
to apply their specific
business logic in order
to generate the KPIs that
support the identification of
inconsistencies. They can even
create specific reconciliation
indicators to facilitate the
identification of the cause
of a given discrepancy.
For example, an indicator
comparing Flash PnL to
the PnL extracted from the
accounting systems will prove
extremely useful to identify
bucket mismatches.
Although only quite recently,
limit monitoring has become
very important within Product
Control. More advanced
regulators are now expecting
financial institutions to
monitor limits such as PV01
limits, PnL limits, VaR limits or

compare PnL against average
VaR over a certain period
of time. Using ActiveViam,
product controllers can now
quickly and easily monitor
limits associated with different
measures and at different
levels, for example, the sum of
all books compared to desk
limits.
They can go one step further
using Activiam’s rule-based
alerting engine ActiveMonitor:
by defining rules associated
to a sliding time window,
percentages or average
measures, product controllers
are alerted when and for how
long certain conditions are not
met or when thresholds go
beyond a certain percentage.
Not only can they monitor
PnL limits at a given point in
time, but they are also able
to identify PnL trends and
patterns over a given period
of time. For example, rules can
be configured so that product
controllers are alerted when
the average VaR over the
last x days is above a certain
limit. This type of rule proves
extremely useful in the case of
monitoring suspicious PnL.

Identifying buckets mismatched using ActivePivot
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Performing PnL Explain and Attribution
The Need for a
Comprehensive and
Consistent Approach

Unified Views and
“What-If” Scenarios
Made Possible

Although PnL explain/
attribution is an important
deliverable for product
controllers, it is not executed
in a way that is consistent
and comprehensive enough.
According to the FSA findings,
“PnL explain and attribution
varies by business line and
where PnL explain does
exist, it is not tracked and
explained over time. Most
firms are also not sufficiently
investigating unexplained
PnL through consistent
thresholds. Another finding
is that most banks surveyed
“do not have the capability
to comprehensively calculate
PnL explain/attribution, using
full revaluation or risk-based
methods”.

Using our web-based frontend interface, product
controllers can have their own
dashboard displaying relevant
indicators on a unified set
of dimensions. The widget
framework of ActiveUI enables
product controllers to build
personalized dashboard views
showing their most relevant
indicators through grids and
charts.

Explaining variations in PnL
requires product controllers
to simultaneously compare
several indicators such as PnL,
VaR and Risk numbers. They
also need to make simulations
to see the impact of some
changes on PnL (e.g. price), in
forex rates or even a change
in VaR confidence intervals.
Unfortunately they struggle
to obtain such a broad and
unified picture. This is for
two reasons: data are stored
in siloed systems, and data
are made available from
those systems at different
aggregation levels, making it
difficult to present them in a
unified, single environment.
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They can even share
these views with senior
management to facilitate
collaboration and information
sharing. The presentation
of data in a structured and
unified way facilitates the
investigation work across
disparate indicators and data
sources. Another benefit of
using ActiveUI is the ease
of conducting simulations
and testing various “whatif” scenarios. Users can
change criteria at leisure
and instantly see the impact
of these changes on PnL.
Since ActivePivot integrates
operational data incrementally,

calculations and reports are
always based on the most
up-to-date data, which
guarantees both accurate
and relevant simulations.
Furthermore, simulations are
run on-the-fly upon request
and calculated instantly.
Product controllers no longer
need to suffer the delays
often associated with the
time needed to reload data
and tune a datawarehouse.
This is extremely valuable
for reconciling Flash PnL vs.
official PnL or for post-trade
controls.
The extensive use of whatif scenarios contributes
to the reliability and the
comprehensiveness of the
PnL explain process. This is
now made possible thanks to
ActiveViam.

Conducting PnL Adjustement
and PnL Approval
The Need for
Traceability

Enforcing Workflows
for Greater
Transparency

When significant anomalies are
detected, product controllers
ask for adjustments to be made
in the front-office systems.
They also make manual PnL
adjustments directly in the
Product Control environment
before producing the final PnL.
All these amendments must be
documented, justified, traceable
and auditable. ActiveStorage,
ActiveViam’s fast-loading,
NoSQL persistent database, is
ideally suited to record all this
information and create an audit
trail that is easily and quickly
accessible. However according
to the FSA, “half of the firms
don’t have effective review
and authorization of manual
adjustments”. With the regulators
requiring more formal evidence
of controls, it appears that banks
are under increased pressure to
formalize and document their
EOD validation processes.

In this context, ActiveViam can
make a significant contribution
to the PnL sign-off process
by enforcing automated
workflows within the same
analytical environment.
Workflows can be customized
depending on the bank’s
specific requirements. Using
workflows represents a major
improvement compared to
distributing spreadsheets
as a means to validate PnL
adjustments.

Here is an example of a PnL
workflow adjustment in
ActiveViam:
• Adjustments are made at
a predefined level of the
trading book hierarchy. This is
configurable and is based on
the bank’s own hierarchies.
• Adjustments can be made to
any component of the PnL
(MtM accrued, cash, CoC Fx
Effect)
• Adjustments can be done in
any currency. In that case,
the FX spot rate is used to
convert.
• Changes to Approved PnL
are tracked as new status and
alerts are generated for end
users.
• PnL Adjustment and
approval is controlled via
roles (e.g. product controller
and manager) and rules
(e.g. related to adjustment
amounts)
• Adjustments and their
modifications are stored with
an audit trail in ActiveStorage.
• Adjustments won’t be
validated if comments and
date stamps are missing.

1

2

Request
approval

The use of workflows ensures
that the PnL approval process
is well documented and that
all intermediary comments and
explanations are auditable. ActivePivot improves transparency
and accountability, thus helping
banks meet more stringent governance guidelines.

Document the
approval process

3

View the confirmed
approval status
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Taking Product Control To
The Next Level
ActiveViam equips product
controllers with a versatile
environment to quickly
analyze a large number of
KPIs, to get instant insight
into the PnL areas needing
immediate attention and to
take relevant operational
decisions. Acting as a control
tower for Product Control,
ActiveViam brings depth
and breadth of analysis, thus
contributing to meeting
stringent reporting deadlines
and delivering relevant and
auditable information.

Shortened Time-ToReport
The Product Control function
is under a time pressure to
deliver the official PnL at
day+1 and there is a limited
window to conduct the endto-end validation process.
ActiveViam provides an
environment that accelerates
the task of analyzing large
amounts of data. Product
controllers can rely on a
decision-making environment
that helps them conduct
PnL explain and secure EOD
approvals on adjustments. It
also makes the outcome of
the analytics process more
relevant by offering product
controllers the freedom to
analyze data and KPIs, using
their own business logic with
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the level of detail that suits
them individually. As a result,
reporting times are shortened
and the quality of deliverables
improved.

Decreased
Operational Risk
Manual processing has
considerably slowed down
productivity and limited
the depth and breadth of
analysis conducted by product
controllers. ActiveViam
removes this hurdle by
making control and approval
processes both reliable and
scalable across the entire
organization. It delivers timely
and reliable data to the users.
It generates smarter analytics
on-the-fly as and when you
need them. Rule-based
mechanisms trigger automatic
alerts to product controllers
in case of a data quality issue,
a reconciliation issue or a
risk-limit breach. By offering
a wider and deeper scope of
analysis, ActiveViam ensures
that all mismatches are
detected on time, accounted
for and corrected. Acting as
a control tower, ActiveViam
contributes to decreasing
operational risk within Product
Control.

Improved
Transparency
By delivering the right
data available at the point
of decision, ActiveViam
improves the communication
of business performance
between different teams in
the same organization (Front
Office and Market Risk for
instance). Consequently
ActiveViam helps Product
Control play a more central
role within the bank and
assume greater crossassurance responsibility by
having a better grip over
the end-to-end process.
The depth and breadth of
analysis that ActiveViam
brings to Product Control also
contributes to improving the
transparency of the bank’s
overall PnL and balance sheet.
It results in a leaner and more
effective organization able
to meet stringent regulatory
requirements.

When using ActiveViam
as their analytical and
decision-making solution,
Product Control teams
are in a better position to
bring an unprecedented
contribution to the bank’s
overall accountability and
integrity.

Need more
details or want to
ask us a question?
Contact us on activeviam.com
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